
 
Pick A Fence Competition – Competitor’s Rules 

 
 
Class 1    65 – 80 cm       Yellow Markers   - Jumps will be 10 or 20 points 
Class 2    75 - 90cm         Red Markers       - Jumps will be 20 or 30 points 
 
 
Each fence has a value starting with yellow course which is 10 points and 20 points. 
Points in the red course will be worth 20 or 30 points. 
 
A few fences have only one fence for each course and points will be awarded accordingly. 
 
Yellow and Red Courses 
Points will be marked on each fence.  If the fence is jumped clear you gain the points allocated to it. 
If horse/pony refuses at the fence, then the points are deducted, but added if/when you jump the 
fence clear.  
 
Example:  -10 points and then +10 if clear on second attempt, taking the score to 0. 
If you attempt the larger fence valued at 20 points and refuse you will get -20 points.  If you then 
jump it a second time clear, you then gain 20 points. 
 
 You may choose to do the smaller fence after a refusal at the large and so would gain +10 points. 
 
3 refusals at each fence and then you have to move on to next fence, if safe to do so. 
 
A rider fall at a fence or between fences is -75points. Horse and rider may carry on only if the jump 
judge/stewards are happy for you to do so.  (Please wait to get permission from officials) 
 
Horse fall is elimination. 
 
Failing to jump any part of an obstacle = -100 points 
 
Fence 7  
Yellow course: one choice (10 or 20 points) 
Red Course:  a = 20 points b = 20 points c = 20 points or larger option c = 30 points 
 
Fence 9 and 10 (Water)   
Yellow and red course: Enter water in walk/trot = 20 points 
Water Bank exit = 20 points 
Red course only: Jump out over log = 30 points  
 
The winner is the rider with the most points.  If riders score the same points, the rider nearest the 
optimum time will be the winner.   
 
No Watches allowed.   Optimum time 


